
Based on more heavily inverted end•
Definition of operation region:

For n-mos, higher voltage side is drain1.

Lower voltage side is source2.

Vxy = Vx - Vy3.

Electrical source and drain:

VGB = VG - VB1.

VSB = VS - VB2.

VDB = VD - VB3.

Terminal biases:

Derivation of I-V including both drift and diffusion:

General I-V and Qb linearization
Tuesday, February 28, 2012
11:34 AM
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Strong Inversion (at Source)

Relative Importance of Drift and Diffusion Origin Currents
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Drift dominates in strong inversion

Diffusion dominates in weak inversion

Both are important in moderate inversion

Symmetry
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Symmetry test of a model:

If we swap Vs and Vd in the current equation, we should 
end up with a current that is negative of the original 
equation

That is, if VS and VD are interchanged, the only 
difference will be that lDS will change sign

You may think this is trivial, it actually is not, particularly 
when we need to account for higher order physics

One of the reasons for the newer PSP model 
development was that the then standard BSIM model 
current equation is not symmetric

Numerical Issues in Weak Inversion
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What is the Problem?

In weak inversion, both p_s0 and p_sl are close to p_sa, 
the depletion approximation ps

This creates a numerical issue as you have to evaluate 
the difference of two close numbers

See Problem 4.2 of 2nd edition for ideas that will 
alleviate this problem

You can try this with the ps_VCB curve. Just take the 
difference of ps from VCB=0V, you will get an idea.

Surface potential and inversion charge vs position
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Surface potential and inversion charge vs position

The channel segment from 0 to x is a subtransistor with 
length of x flowing the same current:

Making this equal to the original IDS leads to:

Again, as you may have found out, in subthreshold, 
calculation gets touch due to the small difference 
between p_s0 and p_sl

We can apply the same technique for ps-vg calculation 
here.

That is, we can give a range of p_sx, from p_s0 to p_sl, 
then calculate the "x" value for a given p_sx.

In final plot, we plot "x" on x-axis, and p_sx on y-axis.
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Quiz Question:

In strong inversion, how should the p_sx gradient or the 
lateral field vary from S to D? assume Vds>0.

IncreaseA.
decreaseB.

Simplified Charge Sheet Models

Where are all the complicated ps^{3/2} and ps^{1/2} 
terms in IDS equation from?

From the   
       

 
term! After integration, we end 

up with the   
   

and   
   

terms.

What is the solution?

Recall that on all the plots we have seen so far, for all 
practical purposes, the   

     curve looks like a 
straight line
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Not exactly, but very close

Thus we can make a linear approximation, 
mathematically this means we use a first order Taylor 
expansion around a reference point:
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Source Side as Expansion Point:
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drain surface potential only appears in a difference from 
source surface potential

Q: is this model symmetric if you swap Vsb and Vdb?

   as expansion point:

note difference between alpha and n
n is a special case of alpha when phi_sa is used as 
expansion point
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n is a special case of alpha when phi_sa is used as 
expansion point

Forward and reverse currents concept

If VDB >> VSB, pinch off occurs on the drain side, QIL -> 0, 
IDS=IF

If VSB >> VDB, pinchoff occurs on the source side, QI0->0, 
IDS=-IR

How does this compare to the ICE of a bipolar transistor?
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Forward current is determined by VGB and VSB
Reverse current is determined by VGB and VDB
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Completely Symmetric Strong Inversion Models

Without using linearization of Qb', in 
strong inversion

          

          

         

      

   

 
 

 
    

                    

 
 

 
         

          
  

 
 

 
          

            
     

This is completely symmetric provided 
strong inversion holds at both S and D, that 
is, VSB < VP and VDB < VP

This is the basis of SPICE level 2 model

Simplified Strong Inversion Symmetric Model
from VCB control point of view linearization

Strong Inversion Models
Tuesday, February 28, 2012
12:52 PM
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Simplified Source Referenced Strong Inversion Model (basis of BSIM)
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This is essentially the level 3 model in SPICE

Impact of body bias on source reference threshold 
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Impact of body bias on source reference threshold 
voltage

our previous analysis has led to the following source 
referenced threshold voltage expression - which is 
identical to what we got from 3 terminal MOS capacitor

The threshold voltage (source referenced if not 
mentioned) increases with VSB through the depletion 
charge term

Physics: higher threshold surface potential leads to 
higher depletion charge at threshold, and hence higher 
vertical field in oxide, hence higher threshold 

Body Effect with Reference to VCB=0:

Recall in 3-term MOS, we also related source referenced VT to VT0 - the 
threshold voltage at zero VCB (or zero VSB here)
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An alternative IDS expression is:
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